“SENZA CASCO NON CI CASCO”
You don’t always get five extra seconds.

Treatment:
We see a kid happily eating a very tall ice cream at the park with a friend. The
boy accidentally tips the cone forward letting some of the scoops fall on the grass. He
picks one back up, eats it, and says to his friend “Five seconds rule!”. We then see a girl
having a sandwich at a diner with a boy. She drops a tomato slice on the table while
eating. She picks it up saying “5 seconds rule” and eats it.
Lastly, we see a couple of guys going downhill on their longboards, with no protections
on. One of them tries to break sliding it, but doesn’t succeed in his maneuvers and gets
kicked off his board flying on the street. The last scene is a close up of the boy hitting his
head on the tarmac. After a black screen, a text appears saying: “You don’t always get five
extra seconds”, followed by another slide that says: “Wear your helmet when
longboarding”. Last screen is the logo of the “Senza Casco Non Ci Casco” campaign,
followed by a link to its Facebook page.
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Senza Casco, Non Ci Casco
Senza Casco Non ci Casco, is an already existing slogan created by Daniele
Verdecchia (Snowpress.org and Roma Longskate Riders), who is an experienced
longboard/snowboard rider, as well as the organizer of the biggest longboard events in
Rome (See the “Green Skate Day” in 2015 or the “Italian Shapers Meeting” in 2016). My
inspiration to work on something related to safety in the Longboard world came up quite
naturally, as longboarding is a dangerous sport with a fairly high amount of injuries, with
a high percentage of head fractures, traumatic brain injuries and intracranial hemorrhage.
The stats provided by the APHA (American Public Health Association) as well as from
the US National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health, shows that head
traumas are “significantly more common among longboard patients” (23.3% of total
injuries) in comparison to skateboarders injuries. In light of this, a campaign about the
importance of wearing a helmet seemed to be the right pattern to follow. The current
slogan, sponsored by Roma Longskate Riders, is limited to an online banner on a
Facebook page. My goal is to expand the message to a vaster audience. The original
message is a witty, clever, short slogan: “Senza casco non ci casco”:
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A pretty catchy play on words in its original form, but unfortunately not having a direct
translation that would works as well (as it would be something like “I won’t ride without
a helmet”) it couldn’t be used effectively in English. “Non ci casco”, in facts, actually
means both “I won’t crash” as well as “I won’t make this mistake”. Despite the lack of
pictures, or an elaborate graphic, the slogan itself is well thought, as in Italian the word
“casco” means “helmet”, “to crash”, and also “to be fooled”.
Understood that I could not use the slogan in its original format, I have developed
a brand new campaign that kept intact, though, the idea and goals lying behind the
original message. The first element I’ve considered has been the potential audience for
my PSA. Doubtlessly, the longboard community would be the target benefitting from this
message, therefore, an age span from 5 to 40 years old (including parents of the younger
ones).
As mentioned above, the original “campaign” took place on social networks,
specifically on Facebook. My intention was to keep the same target, and platform, in
order to benefit from an already existing campaign, and audience, as well as because
when it comes to such peculiar disciplines, the most effective way to reach out is to have
a focus/aimed message, rather than spread shoot to the masses hoping to get their
attention. I would see this PSA showing up on the main feed page of Facebook and
Instagram, based on the interests of the user (just like a google ads algorithm based on
purchases and browsing would), rather than on a public TV channel.
I wanted the campaign to appeal to both the younger ones, as well as to the older
riders. In order to do so, I believed that going for a too gloomy/scary message might have
turned the audience away, especially considering that Facebook is seen by most as a
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freetime platform mainly aimed to easy entertainment and public relations. Therefore,
I’ve decided to start with a fairly light tone start, as well as a funny music for one of the
scenes, that wouldn’t give out at all the final resolution, and could create an enjoyable
environment.
The take home message is still very serious, but I’ve chosen to not be graphic, or
to scare out the audience, but rather play the “sometimes you don’t have a second
chance” card, inviting the target to play it safe. Wearing always, and correctly, the
helmet, while riding a longboard, is the clear and simple appeal to the audience.

Sources:

American Public Health Association article regarding injuries on longboards:
https://apha.confex.com/apha/141am/webprogramadapt/Paper280745.html

US National Library of Medicine National Institutes of Health on Skateboard vs
Longboard injuries: https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24774038

CBC Canada - Longboarder's death has riders assessing risks:
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/longboarder-s-death-has-riders-assessing-risks1.1129174

Longboarders at Higher Risk for Injury Than Skateboarders:
http://www.livescience.com/40947-longboarding-injuries.html
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VIDEO
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1. -Fade In-(LS to MS pan in) We
see two kids sitting on a bench in
the park. One is eating a big icecream cone, the other one is
playing with a smartphone.

Nat Sound: birds, water (splashing
sounds from a near pond), kids
playing in the bg.

2. (CU) We see the kid’s hand
holding the ice cream. Then, in
slowmotion fading to b/w filter,
the hand tilts forward making some
of the scoops fall down.

Nat Sound: Background noise that
slows down ‘‘matrix style’’ when
slow motion video effect kicks in.

3. (CU) We see the ice cream scoops
falling on the grass. After the
impact, the image gets back to
color and normal speed.

Nat Sound: Background noise
reversing from slow hi-frequencies
filtered, to normal.
Kid#2: *Laughs*

4. (CU) Kid’s hand coming in from
the top of the frame.

Nat Sound: birds, water (splashing
sounds from a near pond), kids
playing in the bg.

Hands grabs a scoop and pulls it
up.

Kid#1: ‘‘Five seconds rule!’’

5. -Cross Fade- (MS) A teenager
girl is eating a sandwich in a
diner. We also see a boy (from his
back) sitting with her at the
table.

6. (CU) Girl taking a bite of the
sandwich. A tomato slice falls out
of it, slow motion effect in b/w.

Nat Sound: crowd sounds (people
eating and talking)
Music: ‘‘5 seconds rule’’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=57e
qxgPtVkQ playing in the background
from a jukebox.
Nat Sound: Background noise that
slows down ‘‘matrix style’’ when
slow motion video effect kicks in.
Music still playing.

7. (CU) We see at first the table
and the glass of water. Then the
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Nat Sound: Background noise

tomato slice comes in the shot from
above and lands on the surface
releasing splashes of water and
juice.

reversing from slow hi-frequencies
filtered, to normal.
Boy: *Laughs*
Music still playing.
Nat Sound: crowd sounds (people
eating and talking)
Music still playing.

8. (CU)Girl’s hand comes in from
the top of the frame, grabs the
tomato slice and pulls it up.
Girl: ‘‘Five seconds rule!’’
Music fades out.

9. -Cross Fade- (LS) We see a
downhill road. A couple of guys are
coming down the hill riding their
longboard, shirtless.

Nat Sound: Friends inciting each
other to go faster. Sound of wind
to underline speed

10. (MS) Camera closes on one of
the riders who is trying to slide
(breaking technique). As the riders
starts losing control, the frame
rate slows down to slow motion
speed.

Nat Sound: Friends inciting each
other to go faster. Sound of wind
to underline speed FADING OUT.

Sound: Hearthbeat growing faster
and faster.

11. (CU) Road detail.

Sound: Sliding wheels. We still
hear the hearth beating fast. Then,
a scream.

12. (CU) The rider lands in slow
motion on the tarmac hitting his
head on the floor. - FADE IN BLACK

Sound: As the head impacts on the
ground, the hearthbeat slows down.

13. Title: YOU DON’T ALWAYS GET

Sound: hearthbeat stops.
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FIVE EXTRA SECONDS.
Narrator: ‘‘You don’t always get
five extra seconds’’
14. Title: WEAR YOUR HELMET WHEN
LONGBOARDING.

Sound: We hear muffled voices
calling the rider. A guy says ‘‘Oh
my god, oh my god’’. A girl cries.
Narrator: ‘‘Wear your helmet when
longboarding’’

15. Campaign logo: SENZA CASCO NON
CI CASCO.
-fade in- for more info visit:
facebook/SenzaCascoNonCiCasco
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